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DigiTech XHP Hyper Phase Pedal

DigiTech XHP HyperPhase 7-Mode Phaser

The Hyper Phase™ and the Turbo Flange™ each deliver 7 operational modes,
instead of the typical one mode only that you find in some other pedals.
These operational modes are easily selectable using the mode control allowing
you to choose from a selection of awesome voicing sounds, triggering feature,
and useful step functions. Now you are no longer limited to a one-trick
pedal. You can dial in the exact phaser or flanger sound you want! Both the
Hyper Phase™ and the Turbo Flange™ each have Speed, Depth, Regen, and Mode
controls. Outputs for both pedals include Left/Mono and Right.

7 different phase types

Triggering and step capability

Stereo and switchable CIT™ Cabinet Modeling putputs

https://www.promusicalaska.com/store/effects/pedal-effects/digitech-xhp-hyper-phase-pedal/


Specifications

Power Supply 9V Alkaline Dry Battery
Power Consumption 4.8Watts (w/optional PS200R power supply)
Battery Life Approximately 4 hours (with continuous usage)
Dimensions 4 15/16″(L) x 3 1/8″(W) x 2 1/8″(H)
Unit Weight 1.38 lbs.

DigiTech XHP Phaser Manual

Price: $104.95 $79.00

SKU: 4378

Categories: Effects, Pedal Effects

Product Short Description :

HyperPhase 7-Mode Phaser

With the Hyper Phase stereo phaser, you are not limited to only one mode of
operation like you find in most pedals. DigiTech gives you 7 different modes
to choose from using the mode control “Type” knob.  You can have your choice
between a 4, 8, or 12 stage phaser, constant rising or constant falling
phaser, triggered phasers, or step phasers.

You have full control of the phaser by using the speed, depth, and
regeneration knobs and can run the pedal in mono or stereo. Why settle for a
“one trick pony” phaser pedal when you can have one that gives you 7 pedals
in one rugged sturdy metal chassis?! No one gives you the power to create
like DigiTech does!

Customer Service Is Our Top Priority!

http://www.promusicalaska.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/HyperPhaseManual.pdf
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